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About This Game

Protonwar is a multiplayer focused, Fast paced AFPS with an emphasis on quick and flowing movement.
Full Room Scale VR with HTC Vive and Oculus Touch. Also included Non-VR and Seated VR.

Play matches in NonVR VS your friends in VR!

Locomotion Options for Room Scale VR include a Teleports only mode, and an Advanced mode with multiple locomotion options

WARNING!
Advanced mode may cause VR Sickness for some people, please try the teleport only mode if this is an issue for you!,
Joystick turning with yaw, while using the SpeedBoots mutator is lots of fun, but you will need to work yourself up to a

comfortable level first!
Thanks!

Jumping with controller gesture's (physics based)
also, combine a trackpad jump + controller jump to do tricks!!!!

Tricks like - Dodging, Doublejump, Speed jumping (time to strafe jump in vr lads!)
To initiate hold down the climb button, move your controllers down quickly and then release the button, you should quickly get
the hang of it, it is all about timing the release correctly. You can use this to push yourself in any direction, for extra fun, jump

using the trackpad, then dodge left or right!
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Full Climbing!
Finally, if there is a wall you see that looks bad ass, you can climb right up that bad boy! Why? Because you can! and it's fun!

You cannot shoot while you are climbing though, so watch your back!

Also use those mad methods with:
Arm Swing

Player relative

Includes game modes:
Deathmatch

Team Deathmatch
Capture the Flag

Hunt the Flag
Domination
Horde Mode

Included gameplay Mutators such as:
Bullet Time!
Low Gravity

Instagib
Big Head Mode

All Weapons Mode
and more!

Play with a friend, using your friends list for a Steam P2P game. Or play on our dedicated servers. Or host your own using the
provided dedicated server executable.

Designed for PC players with extensive customization through UI, Config files and Console commands.

Current levels:
DM-Abyss

DM-Aerowalk
DM-Castle

DM-Hazardous
DM-Ruins

DM-Ruins-Night
DM-Overgrown

DM-TrinityStation
Overgrown

SwampLands

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Protonwar
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Outer Planet Studios
Publisher:
Outer Planet Studios
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Intel® Core™ i5 Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 770

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: Nvidia Geforce 970+ for SteamVR mode

English
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Best game ever.. THis is no joke lit 69\/10. lazily made. This game is horrible there is too much pay to win.. very good game
that you will never regret it. EDIT: The scam goes even deeper! They have a new game on Greenlight - please vote against it
being greenlit, they just reskin the same game and sell it as new:
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=885680708

Massive is a scam. Besides being a horrible knock off of Nuclear Throne, it's the same exact game as Gun Brothers... check it
out for yourself and you tell me otherwise.

http:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/514410\/

Hell even the sale page is identical right down to the layout of the graphics, and that pruple skull enemy thing... it's just slightly
altered on one. xD

They're developping 1 game under 2 different titles and publisher\/developer names. One game is also slightly reskinned... It
saddens me to see people getting ripped off. Selling the same reskinned game while it is still in development - twice, is seriously
an insult! Maybe even fraudulent.

Massive
Developer: Massive Game
Publisher: Massive Game

Gun Brothers
Developer: GameDevCom
Publisher: GameDevCom

Does that not sound deceitful?

Also note that as of this review update, both Massive and Gun Brothers are still currently in early access and if Steam is going to
continue to sell both, I would only hope that the differences in both final products (as well as needed fixes) justify a $9.99 x2
price point (though by the looks of it, I highly doubt it).

NOTE: A great part of this review is copy\/paste from HERE, I only somewhat changed it to match my views.. You get 5
pathetically short levels with one new background basically. Maybe take you 20 mins or less. In no way worth it.. This is an
interesting kinetic novel. While the premise appears to have started as a joke, the story that the author tells is thought-provoking
and a fun read.

Fully recommend.
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If you like college basketball and sport sims good game. Interface and a few options could use work. Once you get pass the
learning curve its a good game.. I love this game. I love that it's Bejeweled with a storyline! You're a dude who is fighting his
way through dungeons by matching the tiles below. He needs a score of 10,000,000 (the name of the game) in order to be free.
Each tile does its own thing and are not always suited for the task at hand, but the game advises you to just make the matches
you can because it's better than doing nothing. And it's true! The scene above the tiles, is a side scroller that wants to push you
off the screen. So just keep making those matches and hope some of them line up to be what you need otherwise, you'll find
yourself back in your room needing to start over. There's also an upgrade system that will help you get better and stronger and
tasks you can complete for a boost in gold, experience, or materials you need. Really it's a stellar game and even thought it only
has like 3 songs, they are bopping! I highly recommend this game. It's addicting!. Definitly a great game. I love the destruction,
battles, missions, and the general creativity allowed. A bit heavy on the frames though.. A good DLC that provides some great
challenge campaigns.. I love this game really good, beautiful graphics, amazing storyline really kept me gripped throughout and
was kinda spooky at times, all and all really great game but I cannot find the sound track for it can anyone help?. It's a bit short,
but the story is great. Wouldn't buy it for full price though I feel it's to short for that price tag.. A good 1$ minimalist puzzle
game with 60 levels, around 2h long. If you like this kind (like Hook, Zenge, etc..) you won't be disappointed, there are
achievements, relaxing music and the game is polished. The only downside is that the graphic design is not very obvious for the
brain, for instance what is clickable does not differentiate enough from what is not clickable, also some levels can looks
confusing at first glance and be easy in reality, but we can forgive these flaws because the level design is interesting and it has an
overall well calibrated level of difficulty. 7/10. Still one of the best psychological horror games in VR. If you enjoy amnesia,
outlast, penumbra (there is a mod to play overture in VR) and the like in flatscreen. Then you have to play this in VR it's just as
intense and with the added pressure of VR it makes it horrifying.

Gameplay: strong language due to being♥♥♥♥♥♥scared.
https://youtu.be/O-FRz5OpJUY

Color Knight Color Knight Update!:
Update 1:
-2 new islands to play on
-You can now gather color shards by collecting crystals on islands
-Many other improvements and bugs fixed
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